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Plot Outline 

• Moriarty has created an app which becomes the next 
worldwide craze. The app asks personal questions and can 
track the user. 

• The app can shut down police devices so that the hackers can 
not be detected. 

• Reported kidnapping that keeps occurring are thought to be 
linked to the app, but there is no evidence to back this up. 



Blurb 

• It’s been a long time since anything had happened and they 
were starting to feel like they were no longer needed. When 
the next craze on the app store is created and young children 
start to go missing will people go running back to the best 
detective in the world? This is one of the worst crimes in all of 
history and this is one global scale! Would take the risk and 
download the app? 



Characters 

• Sherlock Holmes 

• John Watson 

• Jim Moriarty 

• Josh Smith 

• Tracy Smith 



Opening Paragraphs 

Cloud covered 221b Baker street as Holmes and I lay in our den, bored out of our brains 
waiting for a case to appear. “ More tea”, declared Mrs Hudson. Sherlock’s silent 
response indicated that he did not want more. At exactly 4:04 Sherlock shot up and 
marched out of the room like he was a guard in front  of Buckingham Palace. 

Around 2 hours later, once Holmes had returned, Mrs Hudson had made us a very 
appealing dinner and it was obvious that Holmes had more of a spring in his step. “ So 
Sherlock why the change in your tune all of a sudden?”                                                     
“My dear Watson, I have found us a very appealing case to work on. Something about 
an app that seems to be the new craze.                                                                                                          
“Oh yes Sherlock I have heard about that in the news. So when do we start” 

9.00am Sharp, the following day Sherlock and I set off to the Scotland yard to gather 
more information about this new craze. Before we left I researched newspaper articles 
about this app and found out that people who have purchased this app have been 
hooked! Lestrade had more information for us about one boys phone that was found 
with the application open. He had disappeared. So the case is on… 

                                                        


